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Commentators: Mike Tenay, Don West

Back to more TNA tonight and the final show of 2007. This is
the show with the pretty well known Joe rant against TNA
because Scott Hall no-showed the event. The replacement winds
up being Eric Young, back when he was still pretty lame. Other
than that, there isn’t anything of note here as the most
important stuff is coming up in the next year. Let’s get to
it.

We open with the Angle Alliance (Angle, Styles and Tomko) in
the back with AJ freaking out. Tonight it’s them against Joe
and the Outsiders. AJ wants Christian to join them and Angle
says he’ll go and do it himself.

The opening video has a Christmas sound to it and talks about
a  massacre  coming.  There’s  another  Abyss  hardcore  match
tonight. Oh the uniqueness.

Team 3D/Johnny Devine vs. Jay Lethal/Motor City Machine Guns

This is a tables match and only one guy has to go through.
This was part of the Dudleys hate small people story. Lethal
is X Champion and Macho here, although Devine has stolen the
belt itself which would go on for awhile. Ray goes on a pre-
match rant against the fans, telling them how they all suck.
They have to tag so Shelley vs. Devine gets us going. The Guns
take turns beating on Devine and Ray is all ticked off.

Off to D-Von vs. Sabin who looks YOUNG. Lethal comes in and
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walks into a powerslam to put him back down. Both teams work
on the arm to try to get some psychology in there but it’s
just filling in time before we get to the wild stuff. Lethal
tries to speed things up but walks into a one arm Rock Bottom
which plants him. The X guys realize they’re not going to be
able to hang in a tag match so they speed things up and take
it to the floor with a trio of dives.

The Dudleys grab a table and slide it through the ring so far
that it hits Lethal on the other side. The Guns get Devine
alone in the ring and it’s time for a beating. You can tell
they’re a bit winded (all of them that is) as things slow way
down once the Dudleys take over. Lethal avoids a charge from
Ray and Ray goes crashing through the table but it wasn’t an
offensive move so it doesn’t count.

They exchange spots with the table until Devine tries to dive
over the top and go through Shelley but Alex moves and it’s a
huge crash which looked awesome. Ray does the move the table
instead of breaking up the move so that your partner kind of
gets screwed spot. 3D is countered and Lethal accidentally
takes down the referee. The Guns bust out a pair of dives
which the camera mostly misses. That’s been a big issue so far
tonight.

Devine brings in a kendo stick but Lethal takes it and gets in
a single shot before putting him on the table. That’s not
exactly a big revenge move but whatever. Lethal goes up and
drops the elbow through the table but the referee is down. The
Dudleys come in and clock everyone with the title belt and put
Devine on top to make the now awake referee think that Devine
got the win, which he and the Dudleys get now.

Rating: C. Pretty by the book stuff here but the thing holding
this back was that it ran fifteen minutes. The problem with
that is that these matches are designed to be flashy and fun
and running that long made the match go way too long. Cut this
down by five minutes and it’s a much better match. Also get a



new finish because that one has been done far too many times.

Nash says Hall will be here and that the only reason Nash
joined Angle earlier was because Angle had a hot wife. Joe
cuts him off and says when his partner gets here, let him
know.

Roxxi Leveaux/ODB vs. Velvet-Love Entertainment

Velvet-Love is of course the Beautiful People and this is
their debut match as a team. They’re nice here. Well I think
they are at least. Velvet looks totally different here and not
in a good way. She’s still hot but nothing compared to what
she would become. Velvet vs. Roxxi starts us off but Velvet is
scared so here’s Angelina instead. ODB comes in and spanks her
so Velvet rides her around. We’re in a comedy match as ODB
wants the referee to spank her.

Roxxi beats on Velvet for a bit and it’s off to ODB again. She
stands on Velvet’s crotch and this match needs to end quickly.
Now we get a series of spots based around ODB’s crotch. Sky
escapes and it’s the not as hot as my partner tag to Love.
Everything breaks down and a combination bicycle kick/Russian
legsweep beats Roxxi.

Rating: F. Velvet looks a lot less hot with long hair and with
a lack of makeup. On top of that, this was a “comedy” match
but it wasn’t funny. Don’t you love it when that’s what winds
up happening in these things? I still don’t get the appeal of
ODB at all, but she keeps getting signed for some reason along
with Jackie.

Jeremy catches up with Angle in the back. Kurt is going to
Christian’s dressing room, presumably to try to get him to
join up. Jeremy says Kurt needs to calm down a bit and Kurt
implies Jeremy is sleeping with Karen and goes in to see
Christian anyway. Kurt proposes an alliance and Christian is
interested, but he wants to be in charge which Angle isn’t
cool with. The offer is declined. Angle leaves and Christian



gives his partner, Robert Roode, a mini pep talk before he
leaves. Ms. Brooks gets in his face and domestic violence is
implied.

We recap Storm vs. Young and the Drinking Championship. Young
won it somehow which set up the following match.

Storm is mad because he can’t find beer. Jackie says none
until after the match.

James Storm vs. Eric Young

Just a regular match here. Young comes in through the crowd to
jump Storm and takes over with right hands. Oh and Storm beat
Young up really badly on Impact to set this up. They fight on
the floor and Jackie gets knocked out thank goodness. Young
hammers away but misses a charge into the post. Storm is
messed up because he can’t have any beer. He works on the arm
on the floor for a bit and we head back into the ring.

Young is bleeding from the elbow. Storm kicks him in the head
and goes up for a cross body, only for Young to roll through
it for two. Back to the arm as the obvious conclusion becomes
obvious:  Eric  Young  as  just  Eric  Young  is  really  boring.
There’s the Eye of the Storm but Storm goes up to the corner
to chill for a bit instead of covering. The delayed version
gets two.

Off to a pretty weak Fujiwara Armbar which goes on twice, both
times for awhile. Young makes his one armed comeback and goes
up for a top rope elbow, getting two. Storm tries a reverse
tornado DDT but Young escapes into a northern lights suplex
for two. Enziguri sets up a Backstabber for two for Storm.
Superkick misses and Young grabs a powerslam for two. Jackie
tries the beer spit but hits Storm by mistake. After some beer
related hijinks, Young gets a sunset flip for the pin.

Rating: D. Just a boring match here which was pretty typical
for matches in the midcard for TNA around this point. Nothing



to see as Young vs. Storm was based around the beer thing and
then in the end that wound up playing a pretty worthless role.
Again, this went too long (twelve minutes) and it hurt things
a lot.

The announcers talk a bit and Hall still isn’t here. They run
down the rest of the card.

LAX says they’ll win Feast or Fired and aren’t worried about
consequences  about  beating  up  Christy  Hemme  on  Impact
recently.

Feast or Fired

This is TNA’s version of Money in the Bank. There are four
cases: one has a world title match, one a tag, one an X Title
and one is a pink slip. We have Scott Steiner, Senshi, BG
James,  Petey  Williams,  Shark  Boy,  Lance  Hoyt,  Christopher
Daniels,  Elix  Skipper,  LAX,  Kip  James,  Jimmy  Rave,  Chris
Harris and Sonjay Dutt. This is the first match ever in this
series for lack of a better term.

You have to have the case in your hands and your feet on the
floor to officially win this. It’s a big mess of a match to
begin with because you have everyone running around all at
once with no real idea of a flow or story whatsoever. The fans
like LAX more than anyone else. We’re not going to find out
who has what case until Impact. Great. Petey hits a sweet
slingshot rana to the floor to take out Daniels.

Petey Williams gets a case. Harris is chilling on the floor
because he doesn’t want to get fired. That’s kind of smart
actually. BG James has hurt his knee and is being taken out on
a stretcher. Kip has a case almost off the hook but can’t get
out  of  the  ring.  Kip  throws  it  over  the  top  to  BG  who
officially has the case now. Harris keeps going over to the
announce table and yells at the announcers.

Hernandez tosses Senshi up to the corner where he’s able to



grab on and get the third case in a pretty cool looking
moment. LAX goes after Rave but here’s Christy for the save.
The LAX chick comes in to take her out. Shark Boy clears out
the ring so here’s Harris to beat him down a bit. Sharky, ever
the scholar, accepts Harris’ offer of help, only to get caught
in an electric chair. Harris has a clear shot but doesn’t want
it out of fear.

SuperMex throws Dutt up and over the top by the sides of his
head. He really is scary strong. Kip, clad in pink, goes up
but gets caught by Scott Steiner again. Daniels comes in for
the save but Hernandez stops him from getting a case. Actually
Daniels gets one but Hernandez knocks it out of his hands.
Steiner comes in again and steals the case to end things.

Rating: C-. Kind of a mess as always but the stealing of the
cases was kind of a nice touch. These matches never really
worked all that well but they were trying and they did the
only things you can really do in them. The Hernandez spots
were cool too but it’s not like this is anything we haven’t
seen a bunch of times before.

The cases would be revealed as Scott with an X Title shot,
Petey with the world title shot, BG with the tag and Senshi
had the fired one, but he would lose the case to Daniels who
was fired instead.

We recap Gail Kim vs. Kong. The idea is that Kim is the
champion who has beaten everyone in her reign but is running
into Kong who is unlike anyone she’s ever faced before.

Gail says she’s ready to go through whatever it takes to keep
the title.

Knockouts Title: Gail Kim vs. Awesome Kong

This is the only title match tonight. Gail’s looks are hit and
miss for me. She looks good in white though. Kong jumps her
during the entrance which is smart for a change. When the



other chick is posing on the apron why wouldn’t you jump them?
They start fighting on the floor and Kim’s strategy seems to
be “get beaten up really badly and hold on as long as I can
without dying.”

Kong misses a charge and hits the post. Kim goes straight for
the arm and Kong can barely fight her off. We get a bell out
of  nowhere.  Oh  that  was  all  pre-match.  Kong  throws  on  a
sleeper and then spins Kim around in it. That can’t feel good.
Kong takes over with power and hooks a camel clutch, making
Kim’s top come up. No complaints there.

It’s all Kong here with the power game. As Shawn said in the
Mania 13 main event, why mess with what brought you to the
game? A three point stance into a splash in the corner crushes
Kim. A torture rack is broken up and Kim is trying to get some
separation. She goes back to the arm and has Kong in some
trouble. You can’t work on fat though and that’s what Kong
uses to put her down again. Awesome Bomb is countered as is
the spinning backfist.

A middle rope dropkick has Kong staggered. A second one puts
Gail down and the place ERUPTS. A senton backsplash gets two.
Kong gets up and fires off the spinning backfist to put Kim
down again. She chokes away in the corner and shoves the
referee down for the LAME disqualification to keep the title
on Kim.

Rating: B-. DANG that finish sucked the life out of that
match. These two have some sweet chemistry together and it was
working  out  there,  until  they  screwed  it  up  with  the  DQ
ending. The crowd was WAY into this though and the idea of
David vs. Goliath is always going to work, which it did here.
Even I was getting into this one.

Post match Kong beats up everyone in sight. Velvet comes out
to try to help but that goes about as well as you would
expect. During the whole thing they keep ringing the freaking



bell which gets old after about two rings. Angelina comes in
with a chair. She’s nice about it though, holding it in front
of her face so that Kong can hit it. There’s an Awesome Bomb
(mostly)  onto  the  chair  on  Kim.  ENOUGH  WITH  THE  FREAKING
BELL!!!

AJ freaks out on Angle for not getting Christian on their side
tonight. He threatens to walk out because he can’t function
without Christian. Kurt: “What are you, fruity or something?”
Karen says shut up and says she can get Joe to turn on the
Outsiders. Tomko likes the plan and Kurt says he’ll go do it.

We  recap  the  match  of  1000  thumbtacks.  Abyss  is  fighting
Rellik and Black Reign (Goldust) in an ultra violent match.
Rhyno was supposed to be his partner but he’s hurt so we have
a mystery partner.

Black Reign and Rellik are in the basement and Goldust licks
his pet rat. He wants Raven to love him. Moving on.

Abyss/??? vs. Black Reign/Rellik

Oh so apparently the partner was known and it’s Raven. This is
the Match of Ten Thousand Tacks. There are tacks everywhere
and there’s a bag of them above the ring on a pole. Wave to
Russo everyone! Tenay continues to treat the fans like idiots
by reminding them that Rellik is Killer spelled backwards,
thereby taking away the monster aspect and making him sound
like a 13 year old trying to be clever on AIM.

Everyone but Raven heads to the floor so Raven jumps over the
top to take everyone out at once. Abyss and Reign go up into
the crowd as Raven uses his Russian legsweep to send Rellik
into the barricade twice. Back at ringside, Abyss sets up a
table with tacks on top of it. I’m not sure what I’m supposed
to talk about in this match as it’s the same match Abyss did
every week in this period.

Abyss gets his hand on whatever weapon Reign usually uses



which has a sharp blade on it. That busts Reign open and
everyone is back inside now. Abyss is busted via something. It
was a chair shot. Good enough. Rellik slides in a bed of tacks
and drives a handful of them into Raven’s mouth. Things slow
way down as they’re filling in time for the finish now. Rellik
goes for the bag of tacks above the ring but gets powerbombed
off by Raven.

Raven Effect gets two on Reign. Now Bird Man is bleeding from
the  mouth.  Oh  man  Abyss  is  COVERED  in  blood.  We’re  just
waiting on the big spot to end this. Reign hits everyone with
a kendo stick but as he’s choking Raven he gets flipped off
the corner and into a table covered in tacks. Raven misses an
elbow through a table to Rellik who gets the bag of tacks off
the  pole.  Abyss  goes  for  a  chokeslam  to  Rellik  but  gets
something spit into his eyes. There’s a Black Hole Slam into
them instead and we’re done.

Rating: C+. It’s a big brawl with lots of blood which is what
most of the rating is for. The problem with Abyss is he always
had to top what he did before, which became a problem as he
had too much stuff to do. Not a bad hardcore match but the
tacks spot had been done so many times before that it’s hard
to get fired up for them again.

Angle  goes  to  talk  to  Joe,  saying  they’re  on  the  same
wavelength. He talks about how Hall and Nash are using Joe.
It’s a big snow job here but Kurt leaves so Joe can think
about it.

We recap Cage/Roode vs. Kaz/Booker. This is more about Booker
vs. Roode which is Booker’s first feud in the company. Kaz
beat Christian in a tournament final so there’s the other half
of the match.

Booker says he’s here to become world champion but also to
face the best in the world.

Christian Cage/Robert Roode vs. Kaz/Booker T



Booker vs. Christian to start us off and it’s off to Kaz very
quickly. A jumping back elbow takes Kaz down but the non-
Canadian takes over, getting a kick for two. Off to Booker vs.
Roode which would be one of the least interesting feuds that I
can remember in a long time. Off to an armbar by Booker to
Roode. The fans are split here as we look at the yet to be
named Peyton Banks (get it?) who was stalking Roode at this
time.

Off to Kaz who gets two on Christian. Kaz beats up both heels
as Ms. Brooks (Kaz’s real life wife) cheers. A big plancha
takes out both heels as this is one sided so far. Booker is
pretty useless here as double teaming takes down Kaz. Roode
hooks a chinlock to fill in some time. We look at the stalker
fan again and make it a third time. Kaz speeds things up and
Roode just can’t keep up with him.

He tries a springboard something but jumps into a spinning
Rock  Bottom  for  two.  Kaz  fights  out  of  the  corner  and
Christian’s head goes into Roode’s crotch. Roode recovers from
the pain and breaks up a hot tag to Booker, only to walk into
a DDT/neckbreaker combo from Kaz which takes out both him and
Christian.

Booker comes in off the hot tag and cleans house, getting two
on Christian via a spinebuster. Christian loads up a superplex
which fails. Booker hits a missile dropkick and gets two off
the Jack Brisco sunset flip out of the corner. The side kick
misses but here’s Kaz again. Roode launches him to the floor
but Booker takes out the Canadians with ease. Spinarooni sets
up the Axe Kick but Roode breaks it up. Bobby accidentally
clocks Christian with a chair and the Axe Kick finishes this
technically clean.

Rating: C. Eh this wasn’t great but it was a way to let Booker
get a win on PPV. Yep, this was about pushing Booker because
he wasn’t a big enough star on his own yet so we so let’s put
him over two midcard heels on PPV. Kaz didn’t do much here and



the match wasn’t incredibly interesting either way. Just kind
of there.

Christian attacks Roode post match. AJ runs out to break it up
for no apparent reason.

In the back, Joe is going off on Nash about Hall not showing
up. This was legit and we’re approaching the big moment on
this show. Joe says he’ll be out there tonight but not alone.

We recap the main event, which is all about the reuniting of
the Outsiders to fight the Angle Alliance. Amazingly enough,
the feud is about old vs. new. I’m shocked too.

Angle Alliance vs. Samoa Joe/Kevin Nash/???

The match isn’t going to start for a bit. The Alliance is
Tomko/AJ (Tag champions) and of course Angle (world champion).
AJ as a heel just isn’t working at all. It never did and it
never  will.  He’s  a  clueless  putz  here  too  so  that  isn’t
helping anything. Karen has some sweet legs. Joe comes out
last and grabs the mic for the rant heard around the Impact
Zone.

He talks about how he was told to come out here because the
fans love him and they’ll listen to him. Scott Hall no showed
this event but he’s not going to be here in a surprise or
something like that. This got Joe thinking: he could walk out
here and have a handicap match, but TNA just gave him a live
mic on a PPV. Therefore, he has a few things to say.

There are two types of people in TNA: the diehards who do
whatever  it  takes  to  entertain  the  fans  every  night,  and
Superstars  who  come  in  and  do  whatever  they  like.  The
Superstars screw the wrestlers and the fans who paid to see
them, no matter how old they are. TNA is about the Guns, TNA
is about Jay Lethal, TNA is about Samoa Joe, TNA is about hard
working young guys who want to change wrestling. TNA is about
guys  doing  whatever  it  takes  to  entertain  the  fans  while



others come in and pad their pensions.

Joe talks to someone in the crowd (presumably Dixie) saying go
ahead and fire me. He went to the back and said who wants to
be in a fight tonight. The X Division jumped up and said give
me the shot. One guy though stood out to him and that is his
partner  tonight:  Eric  Young.  This  was  a  weird  pick  and
according to some reports I’ve read, Joe’s immediate answer
was Homicide, but since LAX were heels at this point that got
shot down. At least that’s a valid reason.

Ok so now it’s time for the match. AJ vs. Joe gets us going
here. Joe hooks a sunset flip but rolls AJ to the side around
the ring (that has a name but I can’t think of it) and chops
away. Joe tags in Eric who just doesn’t fit here as he’s a
comedy character. This didn’t result in a major push for him
either. Young comes in to fight Angle and he’s just Eric
Young. That’s the problem here: there’s nothing significant
about him but he’s just kind of there.

Off to Nash vs. Tomko and the one with hair takes him down
with  his  usual  big  strikes.  Young  gets  a  Thesz  Press  on
Styles, followed by a wheelbarrow suplex for two. Angle grabs
Eric’s arm and pulls it across the ropes to try to give the
match a story. AJ tries a superplex but gets caught in a
gordbuster off the top. Double tag brings in Nash and Angle
but everything breaks down quickly.

Eric’s dive is caught by the tag champs so Joe dives onto all
three of them to take them out. Ankle lock to Nash and Joe
smiles. He eventually breaks it up with a superkick and tags
himself in to beat on Tomko. Powerslam gets two. There’s a
Jackknife to Angle as the parade of finishers begins. AJ hits
the  forearm  on  Nash  and  double  teaming  abounds.  The
MuscleBuster  ends  Tomko.

Rating: D. What a mess this was, and somehow having Hall in
there would have made it even worse. Young had no point of



being in there and it was almost a shoot with everyone being
thrown off by Joe’s promo. The match was going to be bad no
matter what, but this was really weak and a horrible PPV main
event.

Overall Rating: D. This was pretty weak overall with nothing
interesting or even that good on the whole card. The Knockouts
match was good, but the rest is just so lackluster and boring
that it took me about 4 days to get through this show. This
was a really weak period for the company and this was a great
example of why. The Outsiders thing was horrible and really
sums up a lot of the problems with former big names like that.
Bad show.
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